ALL-UNIVERSITY PERSONNEL COMMITTEE

Barry Jones, Chair
2020-2021

Arts & Sciences University Personnel Committee
7 from Harpur College of Arts & Sciences
1 Humanities
   Luiza Moreira, Comparative Literature
1 Science & Math
   Stephen Levy, Physics
1 Social Sciences
   Barry Jones, Economics
(4 from departments other than the three above)
   Political Sciences
   Wendy Martinek
   Art History
   Pamela Smart, Chair
   Philosophy
   Maxim Pensky
   Biological Sciences
   Anthony Fiumera

4 from Professional Schools and 1 from Library (no more than one from each)
   Pharmacy
   Leon Cosler
   DCONHS
   Mary Muscari
   Libraries
   Erin Rushton
   SOM
   Yan Zhang
   Watson
   Kartik Gopalan, Computer Science

Professional Schools and Library University Personnel Committee
1 each from:
   CCPA
   Denise Yull, Human Development
   CCPA *
   Thomas O’Brien, Teaching, Learning & Educational Leadership
   DCONHS
   Melissa Sutherland
   Libraries
   Elizabeth Brown, Chair
   Pharmacy
   Aaron Beedle
   SOM
   Saligrama Agnihothri
   Watson
   Mark Fowler, Electrical & Computer Engineering

3 from Harpur College of Arts & Sciences (different departments)
   Judaic Studies
   Randy Friedman
   Geology
   Joseph Graney
   Political Science
   David Cingranelli

Interpretations & Procedures University Personnel Committee
2 from Professional Schools and/or Library
   CCPA
   Candance Mulcahy, Teaching, Learning & Educational Leadership
   SOM
   Manoj Agarwal

2 from Harpur College of Arts & Sciences (different departments)
   Chemistry
   Brian Callahan
   Philosophy
   Robert Guay, Chair

*Under Title D.3.C. University Personnel Committee: Professional Schools; and the Library, it states the committee must have ten members which includes one from the College of Community and Public Affairs (CCPA) and one from the Graduate School of Education (GSOE). In 2017, the GSOE moved under CCPA. To comply with the Faculty By-Laws, I have included two members of CCPA: one representing the Department of Teaching, Learning & Educational Leadership (the successor of the GSOE) and one representing the other areas of CCPA (in this case from Human Development). I believe this is a solution that is consistent with the spirit of the By-Laws as they currently exist. I will be submitting a request to Campus Governance Leaders to review this section of the By-Laws and make appropriate changes to recognize the reorganization.